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In Brief
Gene catalogs and genome references
facilitate taxonomic and functional
annotation of sequencing data. Through
the combination of data from laboratory
and wild mice, Lesker et al. create a
comprehensive resource, the integrated
mouse gut metagenome catalog, to
characterize the microbial ecosystem in
the murine gut.
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SUMMARY

The complexity of host-associated microbial ecosystems requires host-specific reference catalogs to survey the functions and diversity of these communities.
We generate a comprehensive resource, the integrated mouse gut metagenome catalog (iMGMC),
comprising 4.6 million unique genes and 660 metagenome-assembled genomes (MAGs), many (485
MAGs, 73%) of which are linked to reconstructed
full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences. iMGMC enables unprecedented coverage and taxonomic resolution of the mouse gut microbiota; i.e., more than
92% of MAGs lack species-level representatives in
public repositories (<95% ANI match). The integration
of MAGs and 16S rRNA gene data allows more accurate prediction of functional profiles of communities
than predictions based on 16S rRNA amplicons alone.
Accompanying iMGMC, we provide a set of MAGs
representing 1,296 gut bacteria obtained through
complementary assembly strategies. We envision
that integrated resources such as iMGMC, together
with MAG collections, will enhance the resolution of
numerous existing and future sequencing-based
studies.

assembled genomes (MAGs) facilitate taxonomic and functional
annotation of sequencing data, thereby maximizing insights
gained from short reads (Li et al., 2014; Sunagawa et al., 2015;
Xiao et al., 2015, 2016; Almeida et al., 2019; Pasolli et al., 2019).
Typically, generation of reference gene catalogs involves sample-specific assembly, prediction of genes, and dataset-wide
clustering of gene entries to reduce redundancy. However, this
approach results in reduced taxonomic resolution of gene entries. This is due to the clustering of highly related but distinct
genes and the lack of high-resolution taxonomic information,
which can be best obtained from marker genes such as the
16S rRNA gene, for which large reference collections exist. Yet
a specific challenge of large-scale metagenomic approaches is
the linking of specific 16S rRNA gene sequences to MAGs, which
results typically in low linking rates (Parks et al., 2017; Pasolli
et al., 2019). Here we present a comprehensive approach and
corresponding computational workflow to construct integrated
gene catalogs, resulting in a significant improvement of the taxonomic resolution of gene entries, together with linking genes to
MAGs and reconstructed full-length 16S rRNA genes. The
integrated mouse gut metagenome catalog (iMGMC) was constructed from 298 publicly available and newly sequenced metagenome samples. Moreover, we present a set of additional MAGs
obtained from separate single-sample assembly of 898 metagenomic sequencing samples that, together with MAGs integrated
into iMGMC, comprise 1,296 species-level bacterial genomes.
RESULTS

INTRODUCTION
The gut microbiota is a dynamic and highly diverse microbial
ecosystem that affects many aspects of the host’s physiology
(Kamada et al., 2013). Culture-independent methods such as
shotgun metagenome sequencing have revolutionized experimental approaches to characterizing and investigating these
communities. Gene catalogs and collections of metagenome-

Construction of iMGMC
Pioneering work resulted in the construction of several gene catalogs, including a microbiome gene catalog from the mouse gut
(hereafter called MGCv1) comprising 2.6 million non-redundant
genes (Qin et al., 2010; Li et al., 2014; Xiao et al., 2015, 2016).
To advance this resource, we developed a bioinformatic workflow that combines a global assembly (all in one) with binning
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Figure 1. Generation and Evaluation of iMGMC
(A) Flowchart displaying the steps and bioinformatics tools (names in brackets) used for the generation of iMGMC. This resource includes genes, MAGs, 16S
rRNA gene sequences, and MAG-16S rRNA gene links.
(B) Flowchart displaying the steps and bioinformatics tools (names in brackets) used for the single-sample assembly approach.
(C) Comparison of relative and total numbers of gene entries and their association to bins of different levels of completeness between a previous mouse gut gene
catalog (MGCv1) (Xiao et al., 2015) and iMGMC. Bins were defined as (1) co-abundance genomes (CAG) if they were R200 kbp lengths and contained R700
ORFs or (2) MAGs if their quality (marker gene completeness  contamination) as determined by CheckM was R80%.

(legend continued on next page)
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of contigs to MAGs and with an innovative linkage of reconstructed 16S rRNA gene sequences to these MAGs (Figures
1A and 1B; see STAR Methods for details). This methodology enables maintaining complex information such as the distribution
of distinct contigs and bins over a large number of samples.
We applied this approach to newly sequenced samples from
commercial mouse providers and wild mice (n = 108) combined
with a previously published set of data included in MGCv1 (n =
190) (see Table S1). In total, 1.3 Tbp from 298 metagenomic libraries were assembled (Li et al., 2016), resulting in 1.2 million
contigs with a total assembly size of 4.5 Gbp and comprising
4.6 million open reading frames (ORFs) compared with 2.6
million ORFs in the MGCv1, an increase of 77% as a result of
both increased sample numbers and methodological changes
(Figure 1C). We tested the redundancy of ORFs by clustering
them (Fu et al., 2012), which resulted in a reduction of 2% of
ORFs (n = 99,670) (data not shown). Therefore, we maintained
all ORF in iMGMC without clustering. Subsequently, contigs
were binned (Kang et al., 2015), resulting in 1,462 bins (>200
kbp) containing 87% of iMGMC entries. Hence, only 13% of entries remained in contigs/bins shorter than 200 kbp. We then
defined 660 bins as iMAGs (integrated MAGs, containing 40%
of iMGMC ORFs), based on the presence of established sets
of bacterial marker genes using CheckM (completeness 
contamination R80%) (Figures 1C and 1D; Table S2; Parks
et al., 2015). According to recently established guidelines
(Bowers et al., 2017) iMGMC contains 908 MAGs of medium
quality (mMAG, completeness >50%, contamination <10%)
(Tables S2 and S3). MGCv1 did not provide MAGs but rather provided co-abundance groups (CAGs), containing at least 700
genes. Comparison of the numbers of CAGs and genes in
CAGs revealed large increases in iMGMC compared with
MGCv1 (1,217 versus 541 CAGs and 81% versus 40% of genes,
respectively) (Figure 1C).
Several large-scale studies reconstructing microbial genomes
from thousands of metagenomes employed single-sample assembly rather than the all-in-one approach described here
(Crits-Christoph et al., 2018; Almeida et al., 2019; Nayfach
et al., 2019; Pasolli et al., 2019). For single-sample assembly,
metaSPAdes has been routinely demonstrated to outperform
Megahit (Pasolli et al., 2019); however, metaSPAdes is not able
to handle large datasets for all-in-one assembly. Hence, to
conduct a comparison of the two approaches, we compared
the results obtained from the aforementioned dataset (n = 298
libraries) using a approach-specific optimal assembler. Strikingly, the all-in-one approach outperforms the single-sample

assembly for this dataset when assessed by number of
distinct MAGs obtained after dereplication, i.e., clustering with
ANI (average nucleotide identity) >95% (725 versus 568 MAGs,
dRep default filtering setting) without compromising the quality
(completeness and contamination) (Figure S1; Table S3). A significant fraction of mMAGs (45%) was recovered by either of
the two methods, and all-in-one assembly-specific bins had a
lower relative abundance, suggesting the approach is potentially
suited to recover low-abundant microbes (Figure S1). To
compare the quality of MAG assembly by the two methods, previously known related bacterial genomes (ANI >99%) (n = 26
MAGs; see STAR Methods for details) were identified and the
comparison revealed equal MAG quality (Table S2). Thus,
although an influence of the different assemblers, supposedly
optimized for each approach, cannot be excluded from the comparison, we considered the all-in-one assembly to be as good as
single-sample assembly for the analyzed dataset while offering
distinct advantages for iMGMC construction.
Because assessing genome reconstruction solely based on
marker gene presence potentially overestimates genome
completeness, further evaluation was conducted using known
bacterial genomes that were present within the assembly (see
STAR Methods for details). This analysis demonstrated that large
fractions of previously known bacterial genomes identified within
the MAGs (n = 57) were located within distinct MAGs (78% ±
19% of genomes) (Table S2), providing additional evidence for
the efficacy of this approach.
The taxonomic assignment of entries in classical gene catalogs, specifically after sample-specific assembly and clustering of ORFs by similarity (Xiao et al., 2015), is limited by
the ability of algorithms to predict the taxonomic placement
based on relatively short ORFs (Sczyrba et al., 2017). Taking
advantage of the clustering-free approach, we annotated
each iMGMC entry using the taxonomic information obtained
from the respective gene and contig, as well as from the bin
(Figure 1E). As a result, the relative taxonomic assignment
rate improved between 28% and 1,021% at different taxonomic levels (Figure 1E). To independently evaluate the performance of iMGMC data from three external studies (Everard
et al., 2014; Suez et al., 2014; Levy et al., 2015), which were
excluded from the construction of iMGMC or MGCv1, were
mapped against both catalogs. This revealed an increased
number of reads (up to 36%) mapping to iMGMC (Figures 1F
and 1G). Hence, through the combination of additional samples and an optimized assembly strategy, an improved gene
catalog has been generated.

(D) Quality determination of individual binned contigs by CheckM by analyzing marker gene completeness and contamination. Boxplots display marker gene
completeness and contamination of 660 iMAGs and 802 CAGs, respectively. Data are displayed as a box-whisker plot representing 10%, first quartile, median,
third quartile, and 90%.
(E) Absolute numbers of gene entries colored according to the lowest-possible taxonomic annotation of the ORF, contig, or bin. Different taxonomic profilers were
employed for classification: ORF used DIAMOND-BlastP, contigs used CAT (Contig annotation tool), and bins used GTDBTk (Genome Taxonomy Database
Toolkit).
(F and G) Comparison of mapping rates (F) and taxonomic assignment (G) of previously published mouse gut metagenome datasets based on the original mouse
gut catalog (MGCv1, red) and iMGMC (green). Relative improvements in mapping rates are indicated in (F). Two-tailed paired t test was performed to analyze the
differences in (F); ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01. Suez et al. (2014) (n = 40 fecal samples), Everard et al. (2014) (n = 34 fecal samples), Levy et al. (2015) (n = 10 fecal
samples). Data are displayed as a box-whisker plot representing minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum.
See also Figure S1 and Tables S1, S2, and S3.
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Figure 2. Linking Approach of Reconstructed
16S rRNA Genes to MAGs
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highlighted. The color in the outer ring indicates the
presence of a linked MAG (blue) or CAG (green).
See also Figure S2 and Tables S2 and S4.

J

I

Reconstruction and Linking of 16S rRNA Gene
Sequences to MAGs
Because 16S rRNA genes are typically not efficiently recovered in
standard assemblies obtained from short-read sequencing data
due to their highly conserved regions (Miller et al., 2011), dedicated tools for 16S rRNA gene reconstruction from metagenomic
sequencing data were developed (Miller et al., 2011; Zeng et al.,
2017). From the iMGMC dataset, 1,323 full-length, unique 16S
rRNA gene sequences were assembled using RAMBL that
included only a minor fraction of chimeric sequences, as determined using Uchime2 (4.3%) (see STAR Methods for details).
We postulated that linking 16S rRNA genes to bins and iMAGs
would allow efficient integration of functional and taxonomic information. However, no high-throughput method exists for
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creating such links. Hence, we developed
an integrated score combining mappingand correlation-based associations to
assign a 16S rRNA gene sequence to
each bin (Figures 2A and S2; see STAR
Methods for details). To evaluate this
approach, we assessed it using a synthetic
dataset generated using 791 known genomes (Fritz et al., 2019). The dataset contained 64 distinct samples that were
assembled using the all-in-one approach,
resulting in 438 mMAGs. As for the iMGMC
dataset, RAMBL was used to reconstruct
16S rRNA gene sequences (n = 460). Of
the 438 mMAGs, 204 reached the iMGMC
quality criteria (CheckM: completeness 
contamination R 80%), and for 163 of these
MAGs (79%), it was possible to assign a reconstructed 16S rRNA sequence. MAGs
were mapped to reference genomes with
FastANI, allowing the identification of the
gold standard 16S rRNA gene for each
MAG. Strikingly, our linking approach predicted for 103 (63.2%) MAGs the best
possible reconstructed 16S rRNA gene sequence (agreement of
linked to gold standard 16S rRNA gene sequences) (Figure 2B).
From the remaining 60 linked sequences, 29 could be filtered
out by taxonomic disagreement of the 16S rRNA gene and
MAG on at least the family level. For 15 of the remaining 31 links,
the linked 16S rRNA gene sequences was closely related to the
gold standard (same genus), and the other 16 connections
(9.8%) were distinct from the gold standard. Encouraged by the
performance of the linking approach, an automated approach
without curation was first performed for iMGMC. Then, the
predicted MAG-16S rRNA gene pairs were evaluated in iMGMC
using MAGs with linked 16S rRNA gene sequences for which
reference genomes exist (see STAR Methods for details). Of the
47 identified genomes and respective bins, 28 agreed perfectly
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(100% sequence identity) between known and linked 16S rRNA
genes, with an additional 7 matching taxonomic assignment
down to the genus level (Figure 2C). The remaining 12 genomes
and bins disagreed at varying taxonomic levels (Figure 2C; Data
S1), demonstrating a similar performance as for the synthetic
dataset. To improve the quality, manual curation was then performed to exclude MAG-16S rRNA gene links with stark differences between MAG and 16S rRNA gene taxonomy (larger than
family level) and those in which 16S rRNA genes were associated
multiple times to different MAGSs/bins. Finally, in iMGMC, 485 of
the 660 iMAGs (73%) were assigned to a unique 16S rRNA gene
sequence (Figure 2D). Altogether, this shows that the proposed
scoring scheme is able to link MAGs and bins to corresponding
reconstructed 16S rRNA genes in a largely improved manner,
though not in an error-free manner, enabling novel applications.
Improved Functional Prediction via MAG-16S rRNA
Gene Links in iMGMC
The establishment of databases of microbial reference genomes
has spurred the development of approaches to simulate functional profiles of metagenomes based on marker gene datasets,
e.g., 16S rRNA amplicon profiles (Langille et al., 2013; Aßhauer
et al., 2015). Because numerous bacteria within murine gut communities lack reference genomes, we hypothesized that the
default phylogenetic investigation of communities by reconstruction of unobserved states (PICRUSt)-based predictions of
mouse-associated metagenome functions are limited (Langille
et al., 2013). Enabled by the linking of MAGs to 16S rRNA gene
sequences, we constructed a mouse-optimized PICRUSt version
(PICRUSt-iMGMC), employing the original PICRUSt algorithm in
conjunction with the iMGMC data (Figure 3A; see STAR Methods
for details). Comparison of KEGG (Kyoto Encyclopedia of Genes
and Genomes) ortholog (KO) profiles predicted by default PICRUSt and PICRUSt-iMGMC to the corresponding shotgun metagenomic libraries (whole-genome sequencing, WGS) demonstrated a higher correlation to the WGS-based KO profiles for
PICRUSt-iMGMC than for default PICRUSt (Pearson: 0.84 versus
0.68, +23%; Spearman: 0.84 versus 0.70, 21%) (Figures 3B and
3C). The highest correlations were observed for colon samples
(Figure S3). Similar improvements were obtained with distinct

datasets not used for the construction of the catalog, including
samples from wild mice (Figure S3; Rosshart et al., 2017; Fabbiano et al., 2018). The improved correlation of PICRUSt-iMGMC
largely derived from increased sensitivity, i.e., true-positive rates,
rather than decreased false-positive rates, enabling the prediction of functionalities otherwise lost (Figures 3D and 3E). Even
mapping WGS data to the KEGG database with DIAMOND
(Buchfink et al., 2015) or combining iMGMC information with
KEGG did not improve the prediction (Figure S3). PICRUStiMGMC/KEGG even decreased the correlation, suggesting that
inclusion of related but divergent genomes reduces prediction accuracy (Figure S3). Hence, our resource enabled the development
of mouse-specific PICRUSt models with substantial improvement in the prediction of metagenomic functional profiles.
iMGMC Reveals High Prevalence of Previously Unknown
Taxa in the Mouse Gut Microbiota
Both metagenomic and cultivation-based studies showed that
the gut microbiome of mice is composed of distinct bacterial
species compared with human gut microbiome, many of which
are still uncultured and lack genomic information (Xiao et al.,
2015; Lagkouvardos et al., 2016b). Analysis of the 660 iMAGs
corroborates this notion, revealing that only 52 of them are
known species (Genome Taxonomy Database [GTDB], ANI
>95%) (Tables S2 and S4; Parks et al., 2018).
To construct a comprehensive phylogenetic tree of the mouse
gut microbiota, we assigned iMAGs and closely related, previously sequenced genomes (n = 64) into clusters (Figure 4). In
line with previous reports (Clavel et al., 2016; Lagkouvardos
et al., 2016b), our analysis corroborates that the murine gut microbiome is dominated overall by two main phyla: Firmicutes
(77% of MAGs and 73% of 16S rRNA gene sequences) and Bacteroidetes (14%/18%) (Figure 4). Bacteroidetes included the
second-largest MAG cluster, namely, the family Muribaculaceae
(64%/49%), which is recognized as abundant in the mouse gut
(Lagkouvardos et al., 2016b, 2019). Strikingly, R13% of MAGs
were from phylogenetic groups (e.g., family or order) that lacked
reference genomes in NCBI RefSeq, such as the ClostridialesvadinBB60 group (n = 70) and Mollicutes RF9 (n = 14) (Figure 4).
None of these 84 MAGs had representative mMAGs (ANI >95%,

Figure 3. Mouse Gut Microbiota Optimized PICRUSt-iMGMC Model
(A) PICRUSt workflows used in this study: (I) Default workflow for an end user starting from close-reference-picked operational taxonomic units (OTUs) against the
GreenGenes database relying on functional metagenome prediction using precalculated genome predictions files. (II) Novel PICRUSt workflow starting from
de novo-picked OTUs and using iMAGs with 16S rRNA gene links to create ecosystem-specific functional metagenome predictions.
(B–E) For comparison of PICRUSt-KO profiles generated using default PICRUSt and PICRUSt-iMGMC from 16S rRNA gene amplicon sequencing with real KO
profiles determined by shotgun metagenome sequencing (WGS), samples from different anatomical locations (n = 50) were analyzed. (B) Correlation between KO
profiles of metagenomes determined by WGS and default PICRUSt (red) or by WGS and PICRUSt-iMGMC (green) using Pearson and Spearman correlation
coefficients. Two-tailed paired t test was performed to analyze the differences; ****p < 0.0001. Data represent n = 50 samples and are displayed as a box-whisker
plot representing minimum, first quartile, median, third quartile, and maximum. (C) Comparison of KO profiles generated using default PICRUSt (red), PICRUStiMGMC (green), and WGS (blue) from different anatomical locations. Non-metric multidimensional scaling (NMDS) was performed to visualize similarities. (D)
False-positive rates and true-positive rates were obtained by comparing the default PICRUSt (red) and PICRUSt-iMGMC (green) KEGG module predictions
against WGS results. The true-positive rate reflects the fraction of KEGG modules commonly predicted by both WGS and default PICRUSt/PICRUSt-iMGMC,
and the false-positive rate reflects the fraction of KEGG modules predicted by default PICRUSt/PICRUSt-iMGMC but absent from WGS data. (E) KEGG module
predictions that differ between default PICRUSt and PICRUSt-iMGMC predictions. KEGG module prediction by default PICRUSt and PICRUSt-iMGMC was
compared with WGS for all samples, and significant differences in completeness were identified using a Wilcoxon test (false discovery rate [FDR] corrected). The
heatmap displays select KEGG modules with highly similar completeness between PICRUSt-iMGMC and WGS but divergent completeness between default
PICRUSt and WGS. See STAR Methods for details.
See also Figure S3.
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GTDB), although related mMAGs were identified (Parks et al.,
2017).
To increase recovery of MAGs from the mouse gut microbiome, we applied the scalable single-sample assembly
approach to hundreds of additional samples (n = 576) (Table
S1) from 36 more recent studies, resulting in the recovery of
13,619 mMAGs. For some additional libraries (n = 31), the single-sample assembly did not work properly, e.g., because of
size or potential complexity; hence, we used Megahit for these.
After joint dereplication (ANI < 95%) of mMAGs from all 874 samples, we obtained a set of 1,296 mMAGs representing a diverse
collection of bacteria from the mouse gut, of which only 134 had
a representative genome/mMAG (ANI >95%, GTDB) (Figure S4;
Tables S2, S3, and S4). The mMAGs were also compared
against the recently established Integrated Gut Genomes (IGG)
database, which comprises a dereplicated collection of microbial genomes from the human gut recovered by metagenomics
and sequencing of isolated strains (Nayfach et al., 2019). Of
the 1,296 mMAGs, only 118 had a match in IGG (dRep, ANI
>95%), of which only 19 did not have a match in GTDB. Hence,
more than 88% of the species represent potentially novel species. Some of these mMAGs (388 of 1,296) are not directly contained in iMGMC, because they only resulted from single-sample
assemblies, not the all-in one assembly, but they will be a
resource for future studies.
As for the iMAGs, the comparison of reconstructed 16S rRNA
gene sequences to several databases indicated a high fraction of
them represents previously unknown sequences. For instance,
only 164 of 1,323 (12%) had at least a 97% identical match in
NCBI RefSeq (Table S6). Several taxonomic groups were represented by 16S rRNA gene sequences but underrepresented by
MAGs, such as the family Prevotellaceae (49 16S rRNA gene sequences and 3 MAGs), the class Bacilli (81/10), and the phyla
Proteobacteria (67/24) and Actinobacteria (78/22) (Figure S6).
Thus, our analysis identified taxonomic groups that are interesting targets for future studies to extend our understanding of
microbiome-modulated phenotypes in mouse models.
Provider-Specific Microbial and Functional
Diversification of the Mouse Microbiota
Studies have demonstrated mostly via 16S rRNA amplicon
sequence analysis that the composition of murine microbiomes
varies among providers (Rausch et al., 2016). Yet the presence of
a core set of bacteria, based on the detection of 26 CAGs in
>95% of mice, was proposed previously (Xiao et al., 2015).
Hence, we analyzed the abundance of each iMAG in all 298 samples (see STAR Methods for details). Strikingly, each mouse line
featured a unique combination of MAGs (Figure 4; Table S3).
Around 10% of MAGs (70/660) were shared by at least half of

the providers (Figure 5A). The most prevalent MAG, matching
Lactobacillus murinus ASF361, was detected in almost all
providers (20/21). Three additional members of the altered
Schaedler flora (ASF) community, a gut microbiota model, and
only four other previously sequenced bacteria were found in at
least 50% of providers, while the remaining 62 (88%) represent
uncultured bacteria. We next analyzed the MAGs shared by at
least two-thirds of the providers (n = 21 MAGs), from which
most belonged taxonomically to Firmicutes (n = 18), two belonged to the family Muribaculaceae (phylum Bacteroidetes),
and one was identical to Mucispirillum schaedleri (phylum Deferribacteres) (Figure 5B). The relative abundance of these MAGs
revealed differences among providers (up to 100-fold), suggesting that their respective abundance within each community is
influenced by environmental factors.
Taking advantage of the link between MAG and 16S rRNA
gene sequences, the global prevalence and relative abundance
of the corresponding 16S rRNA gene sequences were assessed
across all 16S rRNA amplicon datasets deposited in Sequence
Read Archive (SRA) using IMNGS (integrated microbial NGS
platform) (Figure 5C; Lagkouvardos et al., 2016a). The most
prevalent MAG, Lactobacillus murinus, is present in 36% of all
samples derived from the mouse gut (n = 9,496) but largely absent from the human gut and rat gut microbiota samples (1.4%
positive) (Table S6). To assess whether the newly reconstructed
16S rRNA gene sequences represented taxa commonly found in
mice, we employed IMNGS and queried all 1,323 16S rRNA gene
sequences to assess their relative abundance in SRA samples
derived from diverse ecosystems (Figures 5D and 5E). Of 569 sequences enriched in the mouse gut, mouse skin, rat gut, or human gut (see STAR Methods for details of selection), 44%
were most prevalent in the mouse gut, and an additional 6%
were shared with the mouse skin. Other sequences were shared
with the rat microbiome (12%) and the human gut microbiome
(7%) (Figure 5E), corroborating the high host-specific speciation.
To assess the potential functional consequences of differences in microbiota composition, unsupervised clustering of all
iMAG according to their functional potential was performed,
demonstrating that distinct variable-abundant taxonomic clusters, such as the Clostridiales-vadinBB60 group or the family
Muribaculaceae, represent functionally distinct microbes within
the mouse microbiome (Figures 6A–6C; Lagkouvardos et al.,
2019). These variations in MAGs contributed to substantial differences in the functional potential of the microbiome within
each mouse line (Figure 6D; Table S5). Despite the differences
in composition and functionality between mouse lines, the
analysis of datasets from mice subjected to experimental diets
allowed the retrospective identification of MAG networks, rather
than gene clusters that show conserved changes in their relative

Figure 4. Phylogenetic Tree of the 660 iMAGs Included in iMGMC
MAGs are shown as triangles, and 64 closely related, previously sequenced bacteria used for comparison are shown as stars (genomes from NCBI RefSeq with a
mapping rate of >50% coverage). The color of the triangles indicates their taxonomic association to different phyla, and the size of the triangles indicates the
prevalence in all iMGMC samples. The phylogenetic tree was built based on CheckM marker genes. The names of some taxonomic clusters are displayed in full or
abbreviated in the tree. For this taxonomic identification, we used the SILVA database. The inner rings show the relative abundance of the 660 iMAGs in the 21
investigated mouse providers (threshold: 0.1%). The last three rings visualize the relative abundance of 469 of 660 iMAGs at different anatomical sites (threshold:
0.1%; SI, small intestine). The outer bar plots show their respective maximal relative abundance.
See also Figure S4 and Table S4.
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abundance induced by these diets in mice from different providers (Figure S5). In summary, our analysis revealed the presence of specific bacteria commonly found in mouse lines yet a
high species level and consequently functional variability within
the murine gut microbiome.
DISCUSSION
Gene catalogs, 16S rRNA gene databases, and more recently
MAG collections commonly represent separate references for
shotgun metagenome and 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing analyses (Li et al., 2014; Sunagawa et al., 2015; Xiao et al., 2015,
2016; Almeida et al., 2019; Pasolli et al., 2019). To overcome
this separation, a resource that can serve as (1) a reference for
the mouse gut microbiota and (2) a blueprint to generate integrated metagenome catalogs for less characterized microbial
ecosystems was developed. The combination of iMGMC and a
comprehensive MAG collection comprising predominantly novel
taxa (<95% ANI) will allow scientists to analyze next-generation
sequencing (NGS) data by mapping against iMGMC containing
bacterial and non-bacterial genes or directly against the
MAGs. The iMAG-16S rRNA gene pairs enabled the development of an ecosystem-optimized version of PICRUSt. We anticipate this to be widely adapted to predict metagenome profiles
based on 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing data and suggest
that ecosystem-optimized versions of PICRUSt will be
resources.
For the establishment of the integrated gene catalog, methods
identified to yield optimal results by the CAMI (Critical
Assessment of Metagenome Interpretation) challenge (Sczyrba
et al., 2017), e.g., for assembly of MAGs or binning when dealing
with large datasets, were used and complemented with a novel
approach linking MAGs and 16S rRNA sequences. The complementation of MAG reconstruction with a novel approach linking
MAGs and 16S rRNA sequences, which was manually curated
in iMGMC, builds on developments in the metagenomics field
(Nawrocki et al., 2015; Parks et al., 2017; Zeng et al., 2017).
The evaluation of the linking pipeline using a synthetic dataset
supports the performance of the current approach, but future

refinements will be required for application in large-scale
studies processing thousands of samples, i.e., for the human
microbiome.
For the construction, a distinct assembly strategy was used
compared with large-scale metagenomics studies (Crits-Christoph et al., 2018; Almeida et al., 2019; Nayfach et al., 2019;
Pasolli et al., 2019). The all-in-one approach generated, for our
dataset, MAGs with quality comparable to that of the singlesample approach, but the number of obtained MAGs, as well
as the strain heterogeneity, was higher. In line with recent observations (Pasolli et al., 2019), we believe the all-in-one approach is
promising for studies that contain multiple samples from connected ecosystems, e.g., longitudinal sampling of individuals
or sampling from cohabitated animals, allowing the reconstruction of lower-abundant MAGs. We also evaluated the utility of
the all-in-one assembly approach for another large dataset by
processing metagenomic sequencing data from the pig microbiome. From 287 fecal samples (1,758 Gbp) used to construct
a previous reference gene catalog (Xiao et al., 2016), we obtained 12.2 million ORFs and 1,050 MAGs, representing a 58%
and 45% increase, respectively, compared with the original
work (unpublished data, Till R. Lesker).
However, two caveats of the all-in-one approach are (1) the
potential collapse of different strains on MAGs, which thus
have species-level representation, and (2) the limited scalability
of the all-in-one approach for thousands of samples. Therefore,
we provide for the mouse gut microbiome an additional set of
dereplicated mMAGs that complements iMGMC for strictly
genome-based analysis, as well as almost 20,000 non-dereplicated mMAGs that can be explored to analyze bacterial strain diversity to an extent similar to that of the human gut microbiome.
Moreover, the availability of this separate set of MAGs allows the
streamlined expansion of the MAG collection with metagenomic
sequencing data from additional mouse lines and providers and
sample-wise assembly, which is likely to increase the known diversity in the mouse microbiome, because the rarefaction curves
for MAGs per sample indicate further growth (Figure S4).
Using the iMGMC resource, we were able to demonstrate that
the mouse gut microbiome predominantly contains bacteria that

Figure 5. Identification of MAGs Shared between Laboratory Mice
(A) Prevalence of iMAGs (n = 660) in samples from 21 mouse providers. iMAGs were considered present in a provider if its relative abundance reached at least
0.1% in one sample of the provider. Numbers on the left indicate the fraction (%) and taxonomic grouping (F, Firmicutes; B, Bacteroidetes; O, other phyla) of
iMAGs with an indicated prevalence (Prev). In the right panel, iMAGs were ranked by prevalence, and dashed lines indicate the number of iMAGs present in >66%,
>50%, and >20% of providers, respectively.
(B) Comparison of maximal abundance among providers for each iMAG (n = 22) present in at least two-thirds of providers. For each MAG, the bin number, the
highest taxonomic assignment based on the manually curated phylogenetic tree, and the provider with the highest abundance are listed. Stars indicate iMAGs
with matches in NCBI RefSeq. Data are displayed as a box-whisker plot representing 10%, first quartile, median, third quartile, and 90%.
(C) Comparison of the relative abundance of 16S rRNA gene sequences linked to MAGs in the IMNGS database. For each 16S rRNA gene, the closest named
relative 16S rRNA gene sequence was determined and blasted to the NCBI-16S rRNA gene database. The color of the dots and names indicate their taxonomic
association to different phyla (F, Firmicutes; B, Bacteroidetes; O, other phyla). Data are displayed as a box-whisker plot representing 10%, first quartile, median,
third quartile, and 90%.
(D and E) IMNGS was used to determine the prevalence of iMGMC 16S rRNA gene sequences (n = 1,323) in distinct hosts and ecosystems. Of these, 1,113
reached at least a prevalence threshold of 1% prevalence within one of the evaluated environment (0.1% sample-depth cutoff of presence). Resulting sequences
(n = 1,113) were filtered further to have at least 1% relative mean abundance in at least one environment. (D) Heatmap displaying the mean relative abundance
within an ecosystem (row normalized) of those 16S rRNA gene sequences, which have at least 1% relative mean abundance in at least one environment (n = 739).
(E) Venn diagram visualizing the distribution of 16S rRNA gene sequences subsampled to be enriched (>50% relative abundance normalized over the ecosystems
in Figure 4D) in the mouse gut, mouse skin, rat gut, and human gut microbiome (n = 569). Numbers indicate the fraction of 16S rRNA gene sequences enriched or
shared between indicated ecosystems.
See also Figure S5.
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M00641: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump MexEF−OprN
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M00645: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump SmeABC
M00646: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump AcrAD−TolC
M00486: CitA−CitB (citrate fermentation) two−component regulatory system
M00746: Multidrug resistance, repression of porin OmpF
M00474: RcsC−RcsD−RcsB (capsule synthesis) two−component regulatory system
M00739: Cationic peptide transport system
M00473: UhpB−UhpA (hexose phosphates uptake) two−component regulatory system
M00456: ArcB−ArcA (anoxic redox control) two−component regulatory system
M00455: TorS−TorR (TMAO respiration) two−component regulatory system
M00451: BasS−BasR (antimicrobial peptide resistance) two−component regulatory system
M00192: Putative thiamine transport system
M00229: Arginine transport system
M00383: ECV complex
M00352: Spliceosome, U2−snRNP
M00692: Cell cycle − G1/S transition
M00354: Spliceosome, U4/U6.U5 tri−snRNP
M00263: DNA polymerase epsilon complex
M00778: Type II polyketide backbone biosynthesis, acyl−CoA + malonyl−CoA => polyketide
M00285: MCM complex
M00401: Sec61 complex
M00340: Proteasome, 20S core particle
M00289: RF−C complex
M00337: Immunoproteasome
M00404: COPII complex
M00390: Exosome, archaea
M00391: Exosome, eukaryotes
M00288: RPA complex
M00687: MAPK (ERK1/2) signaling
M00428: eIF4F complex
M00092: Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) biosynthesis, ethanolamine => PE
M00290: Holo−TFIIH complex
M00694: cGMP signaling
M00261: DNA polymerase alpha / primase complex
M00412: ESCRT−III complex
M00693: Cell cycle − G2/M transition
M00691: DNA damage−induced cell cycle checkpoints
M00411: SCF−GRR1 complex
M00407: SCF−CDC4 complex
M00387: SCF−FBW7 complex
M00386: Cul4−DDB1−CSA complex
M00385: Cul4−DDB1−DDB2 complex
M00384: Cul3−SPOP complex
M00382: SCF−FBS complex
M00381: SCF−SKP2 complex
M00379: SCF−MET30 complex
M00380: SCF−BTRC complex
M00305: PTS system, 2−O−A−mannosyl−D−glycerate−speciﬁc II component
M00160: V−type ATPase, eukaryotes
M00180: RNA polymerase II, eukaryotes
M00181: RNA polymerase III, eukaryotes
M00341: Proteasome, 19S regulatory particle (PA700)
M00667: Tetracycline resistance, efﬂux pump
M00484: YdfH−YdfI two−component regulatory system
M00663: SsrA−SsrB two−component regulatory system
M00812: AgrC2−AgrA2 (virulence regulation) two−component regulatory system
M00408: ESCRT−0 complex
M00734: BraS−BraR (bacitracin transport) two−component regulatory system
M00619: Xylobiose transport system
M00163: Photosystem I
M00346: Formaldehyde assimilation, serine pathway
M00802: dTDP−D−forosamine biosynthesis
M00162: Cytochrome b6f complex
M00343: Archaeal proteasome
M00625: Methicillin resistance
M00076: Dermatan sulfate degradation
M00358: Coenzyme M biosynthesis
M00811: Nicotine degradation, pyrrolidine pathway, nicotine => succinate semialdehyde
M00110: C19/C18−Steroid hormone biosynthesis, pregnenolone => androstenedione => estrone
M00698: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump BpeEF−OprC
M00540: Benzoate degradation, cyclohexanecarboxylic acid =>pimeloyl−CoA
M00509: WspE−WspRF (chemosensory) two−component regulatory system
M00038: Tryptophan metabolism, tryptophan => kynurenine => 2−aminomuconate
M00373: Ethylmalonyl pathway
M00131: Inositol phosphate metabolism, Ins(1,3,4,5)P4 => Ins(1,3,4)P3 => myo−inositol
M00264: DNA polymerase II complex, archaea
M00569: Catechol meta−cleavage, catechol => acetyl−CoA / 4−methylcatechol => propanoyl−CoA
M00563: Methanogenesis, methylamine/dimethylamine/trimethylamine => methane
M00147: NADH dehydrogenase (ubiquinone) 1 beta subcomplex
M00433: Lysine biosynthesis, 2−oxoglutarate => 2−oxoadipate
M00608: 2−Oxocarboxylic acid chain extension, 2−oxoglutarate => 2−oxoadipate => 2−oxopimelate => 2−oxosuberate
M00682: Notch signaling
M00688: MAPK (JNK) signaling
M00689: MAPK (p38) signaling
M00262: DNA polymerase delta complex
M00684: JAK−STAT signaling
M00079: Keratan sulfate degradation
M00425: H/ACA ribonucleoprotein complex
M00424: Shelterin complex
M00414: Bloom's syndrome complex
M00410: ESCRT−II complex
M00399: Cap binding complex
M00398: Sm core complex
M00397: Lsm 1−7 complex
M00396: Lsm 2−8 complex
M00393: TRAMP complex
M00351: Spliceosome, U1−snRNP
M00286: GINS complex
M00284: Origin recognition complex
M00073: N−glycan precursor trimming
M00132: Inositol phosphate metabolism, Ins(1,3,4)P3 => phytate
M00711: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump MdtIJ
M00596: Dissimilatory sulfate reduction, sulfate => H2S
M00502: GlrK−GlrR (amino sugar metabolism) two−component regulatory system
M00445: EnvZ−OmpR (osmotic stress response) two−component regulatory system
M00743: Aminoglycoside resistance, protease HtpX
M00323: Urea transport system
M00306: PTS system, fructose−speciﬁc II−like component
M00476: ComP−ComA (competence) two−component regulatory system
M00458: ResE−ResD (aerobic and anaerobic respiration) two−component regulatory system
M00490: MalK−MalR (malate transport) two−component regulatory system
M00217: D−Allose transport system
M00481: LiaS−LiaR (cell wall stress response) two−component regulatory system
M00607: Glycerol transport system
M00430: Exon junction complex (EJC)
M00204: Trehalose/maltose transport system
M00154: Cytochrome c oxidase
M00565: Trehalose biosynthesis, D−glucose 1P => trehalose
M00642: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump MexJK−OprM
M00643: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump MexXY−OprM
M00820: SagS−HptB−HsbR (swarming activity and bioﬁlm formation) two−component regulatory system
M00034: Methionine salvage pathway
M00699: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump AmeABC
M00166: Reductive pentose phosphate cycle, ribulose−5P => glyceraldehyde−3P
M00368: Ethylene biosynthesis, methionine => ethylene
M00620: Incomplete reductive citrate cycle, acetyl−CoA => oxoglutarate
M00695: cAMP signaling
M00089: Triacylglycerol biosynthesis
M00366: C10−C20 isoprenoid biosynthesis, plants
M00367: C10−C20 isoprenoid biosynthesis, non−plant eukaryotes
M00170: C4−dicarboxylic acid cycle, phosphoenolpyruvate carboxykinase type
M00537: Xylene degradation, xylene => methylbenzoate
M00538: Toluene degradation, toluene => benzoate
M00033: Ectoine biosynthesis, aspartate => ectoine
M00725: Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, dltABCD operon
M00726: Cationic antimicrobial peptide (CAMP) resistance, lysyl−phosphatidylglycerol (L−PG) synthase MprF
M00309: Non−phosphorylative Entner−Doudoroff pathway, gluconate/galactonate => glycerate
M00801: dTDP−L−olivose biosynthesis
M00047: Creatine pathway
M00422: Acetyl−CoA pathway, CO2 => acetyl−CoA
M00768: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump GesABC
M00081: Pectin degradation
M00841: Tetrahydrofolate biosynthesis, mediated by PTPS, GTP => THF
M00077: Chondroitin sulfate degradation
M00356: Methanogenesis, methanol => methane
M00586: Putative amino−acid transport system
M00040: Tyrosine biosynthesis, prephanate => pretyrosine => tyrosine
M00599: Inositol−phosphate transport system
M00448: CssS−CssR (secretion stress response) two−component regulatory system
M00585: L−Cystine transport system
M00186: Tungstate transport system
M00610: PTS system, D−glucosaminate−speciﬁc II component
M00443: SenX3−RegX3 (phosphate starvation response) two−component regulatory system
M00601: Putative chitobiose transport system
M00766: Streptomycin resistance, deactivating enzyme StrAB
M00233: Glutamate transport system
M00116: Menaquinone biosynthesis, chorismate => menaquinone
M00088: Ketone body biosynthesis, acetyl−CoA => acetoacetate/3−hydroxybutyrate/acetone
M00124: Pyridoxal biosynthesis, erythrose−4P => pyridoxal−5P
M00552: D−galactonate degradation, De Ley−Doudoroff pathway, D−galactonate => glycerate−3P
M00497: GlnL−GlnG (nitrogen regulation) two−component regulatory system
M00515: FlrB−FlrC (polar ﬂagellar synthesis) two−component regulatory system
M00319: Manganese/zinc/iron transport system
M00330: Adhesin protein transport system
M00530: Dissimilatory nitrate reduction, nitrate => ammonia
M00156: Cytochrome c oxidase, cbb3−type
M00072: N−glycosylation by oligosaccharyltransferase
M00500: AtoS−AtoC (cPHB biosynthesis) two−component regulatory system
M00483: NreB−NreC (dissimilatory nitrate/nitrite reduction) two−component regulatory system
M00304: PTS system, fructose−speciﬁc II component
M00496: ComD−ComE (competence) two−component regulatory system
M00314: Bacitracin transport system
M00142: NADH:ubiquinone oxidoreductase, mitochondria
M00177: Ribosome, eukaryotes
M00405: THC complex
M00406: TREX complex
M00175: Nitrogen ﬁxation, nitrogen => ammonia
M00615: Nitrate assimilation
M00427: Nuclear pore complex
M00498: NtrY−NtrX (nitrogen regulation) two−component regulatory system
M00213: L−Arabinose transport system
M00324: Dipeptide transport system
M00095: C5 isoprenoid biosynthesis, mevalonate pathway
M00478: DegS−DegU (multicellular behavior control) two−component regulatory system
M00344: Formaldehyde assimilation, xylulose monophosphate pathway
M00172: C4−dicarboxylic acid cycle, NADP − malic enzyme type
M00377: Reductive acetyl−CoA pathway (Wood−Ljungdahl pathway)
M00152: Cytochrome bc1 complex
M00296: BER complex
M00701: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump EmrAB
M00591: Putative xylitol transport system
M00348: Glutathione transport system
M00435: Taurine transport system
M00151: Cytochrome bc1 complex respiratory unit
M00198: Putative sn−glycerol−phosphate transport system
M00669: gamma−Hexachlorocyclohexane transport system
M00267: PTS system, N−acetylglucosamine−speciﬁc II component
M00700: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump AbcA
M00670: Mce transport system
M00206: Cellobiose transport system
M00729: Fluoroquinolone resistance, gyrase−protecting protein Qnr
M00173: Reductive citrate cycle (Arnon−Buchanan cycle)
M00715: Lincosamide resistance, efﬂux pump LmrB
M00719: Ihk−Irr (virulence regulation) two−component regulatory system
M00167: Reductive pentose phosphate cycle, glyceraldehyde−3P => ribulose−5P
M00272: PTS system, beta−glucoside (arbutin/salicin/cellobiose)−speciﬁc II component
M00045: Histidine degradation, histidine => N−formiminoglutamate => glutamate
M00008: Entner−Doudoroff pathway, glucose−6P => glyceraldehyde−3P + pyruvate
M00331: Type II general secretion pathway
M00334: Type VI secretion system
M00121: Heme biosynthesis, glutamate => protoheme/siroheme
M00303: PTS system, N−acetylmuramic acid−speciﬁc II component
M00194: Maltose/maltodextrin transport system
M00060: Lipopolysaccharide biosynthesis, KDO2−lipid A
M00150: Fumarate reductase, prokaryotes
M00718: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump MexAB−OprM
M00339: RaxAB−RaxC type I secretion system
M00628: beta−Lactam resistance, AmpC system
M00821: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump TriABC−TolC
M00741: Propanoyl−CoA metabolism, propanoyl−CoA => succinyl−CoA
M00605: Glucose/mannose transport system
M00135: GABA biosynthesis, eukaryotes, putrescine => GABA
M00581: Biotin transport system
M00717: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump NorA
M00179: Ribosome, archaea
M00098: Acylglycerol degradation
M00843: L−threo−Tetrahydrobiopterin biosynthesis, GTP => L−threo−BH4
M00842: Tetrahydrobiopterin biosynthesis, GTP => BH4
M00822: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump MexMN−OprM
M00720: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump VexEF−TolC
M00606: N,N'−Diacetylchitobiose transport system
M00573: Biotin biosynthesis, BioI pathway, long−chain−acyl−ACP => pimeloyl−ACP => biotin
M00571: AlgE−type Mannuronan C−5−Epimerase transport system
M00403: HRD1/SEL1 ERAD complex
M00400: p97−Ufd1−Npl4 complex
M00389: APC/C complex
M00326: RTX toxin transport system
M00308: Semi−phosphorylative Entner−Doudoroff pathway, gluconate => glycerate−3P
M00029: Urea cycle
M00141: C1−unit interconversion, eukaryotes
M00442: Putative hydroxymethylpyrimidine transport system
M00600: alpha−1,4−Digalacturonate transport system
M00479: DesK−DesR (membrane lipid ﬂuidity regulation) two−component regulatory system
M00252: Lipooligosaccharide transport system
M00590: Erythritol transport system
M00185: Sulfate transport system
M00223: Phosphonate transport system
M00287: PTS system, galactosamine−speciﬁc II component
M00277: PTS system, N−acetylgalactosamine−speciﬁc II component
M00220: Rhamnose transport system
M00365: C10−C20 isoprenoid biosynthesis, archaea
M00550: Ascorbate degradation, ascorbate => D−xylulose−5P
M00281: PTS system, lactose−speciﬁc II component
M00589: Putative lysine transport system
M00764: PTS system, fructoselysine/glucoselysine−speciﬁc II component
M00202: Oligogalacturonide transport system
M00193: Putative spermidine/putrescine transport system
M00708: Multidrug resistance, PatAB transporter
M00283: PTS system, ascorbate−speciﬁc II component
M00273: PTS system, fructose−speciﬁc II component
M00280: PTS system, glucitol/sorbitol−speciﬁc II component
M00521: CiaH−CiaR two−component regulatory system
M00259: Heme transport system
M00211: Putative ABC transport system
M00647: Multidrug resistance, efﬂux pump AcrAB−TolC/SmeDEF
M00499: HydH−HydG (metal tolerance) two−component regulatory system
M00210: Phospholipid transport system
M00176: Assimilatory sulfate reduction, sulfate => H2S
M00333: Type IV secretion system
M00215: D−Xylose transport system
M00200: Putative sorbitol/mannitol transport system
M00035: Methionine degradation
M00118: Glutathione biosynthesis, glutamate => glutathione
M00325: alpha−Hemolysin/cyclolysin transport system
M00651: Vancomycin resistance, D−Ala−D−Lac type
M00506: CheA−CheYBV (chemotaxis) two−component regulatory system
M00839: PdtaS−PdtaR two−component regulatory system
M00577: Biotin biosynthesis, BioW pathway, pimelate => pimeloyl−CoA => biotin
M00024: Phenylalanine biosynthesis, chorismate => phenylalanine
M00025: Tyrosine biosynthesis, chorismate => tyrosine
M00440: Nickel transport system
M00394: RNA degradosome
M00149: Succinate dehydrogenase, prokaryotes
M00531: Assimilatory nitrate reduction, nitrate => ammonia
M00580: Pentose phosphate pathway, archaea, fructose 6P => ribose 5P
M00345: Formaldehyde assimilation, ribulose monophosphate pathway
M00027: GABA (gamma−Aminobutyrate) shunt
M00436: Sulfonate transport system
M00525: Lysine biosynthesis, acetyl−DAP pathway, aspartate => lysine
M00315: Uncharacterized ABC transport system
M00518: GlnK−GlnL (glutamine utilization) two−component regulatory system
M00168: CAM (Crassulacean acid metabolism), dark
M00279: PTS system, galactitol−speciﬁc II component
M00046: Pyrimidine degradation, uracil => beta−alanine, thymine => 3−aminoisobutanoate
M00806: PTS system, maltose−speciﬁc II component
M00593: Inositol transport system
M00429: Competence−related DNA transformation transporter
M00364: C10−C20 isoprenoid biosynthesis, bacteria
M00276: PTS system, mannose−speciﬁc II component
M00270: PTS system, trehalose−speciﬁc II component
M00268: PTS system, alpha−glucoside−speciﬁc II component
M00266: PTS system, maltose/glucose−speciﬁc II component
M00265: PTS system, glucose−speciﬁc II component
M00244: Putative zinc/manganese transport system
M00096: C5 isoprenoid biosynthesis, non−mevalonate pathway
M00134: Polyamine biosynthesis, arginine => ornithine => putrescine
M00219: AI−2 transport system
M00197: Putative fructooligosaccharide transport system
M00208: Glycine betaine/proline transport system
M00009: Citrate cycle (TCA cycle, Krebs cycle)
M00011: Citrate cycle, second carbon oxidation, 2−oxoglutarate => oxaloacetate
M00228: Putative glutamine transport system
M00144: NADH:quinone oxidoreductase, prokaryotes
M00016: Lysine biosynthesis, succinyl−DAP pathway, aspartate => lysine
M00817: Lantibiotic transport system
M00816: NisK−NisR (lantibiotic biosynthesis) two−component regulatory system
M00813: Lantibiotic transport system
M00809: PTS system, glucose−speciﬁc II component
M00793: dTDP−L−rhamnose biosynthesis
M00747: Bacitracin transport system
M00742: Aminoglycoside resistance, protease FtsH
M00707: Multidrug resistance, MdlAB/SmdAB transporter
M00657: VanS−VanR (VanE type vancomycin resistance) two−component regulatory system
M00656: VanS−VanR (VanB type vancomycin resistance) two−component regulatory system
M00652: Vancomycin resistance, D−Ala−D−Ser type
M00632: Galactose degradation, Leloir pathway, galactose => alpha−D−glucose−1P
M00631: D−Galacturonate degradation (bacteria), D−galacturonate => pyruvate + D−glyceraldehyde 3P
M00627: beta−Lactam resistance, Bla system
M00603: Putative aldouronate transport system
M00602: Arabinosaccharide transport system
M00582: Energy−coupling factor transport system
M00579: Phosphate acetyltransferase−acetate kinase pathway, acetyl−CoA => acetate
M00572: Pimeloyl−ACP biosynthesis, BioC−BioH pathway, malonyl−ACP => pimeloyl−ACP
M00570: Isoleucine biosynthesis, threonine => 2−oxobutanoate => isoleucine
M00554: Nucleotide sugar biosynthesis, galactose => UDP−galactose
M00549: Nucleotide sugar biosynthesis, glucose => UDP−glucose
M00535: Isoleucine biosynthesis, pyruvate => 2−oxobutanoate
M00527: Lysine biosynthesis, DAP aminotransferase pathway, aspartate => lysine
M00526: Lysine biosynthesis, DAP dehydrogenase pathway, aspartate => lysine
M00522: SalK−SalR two−component regulatory system
M00519: YesM−YesN two−component regulatory system
M00495: AgrC−AgrA (exoprotein synthesis) two−component regulatory system
M00492: LytS−LytR two−component regulatory system
M00491: arabinogalactan oligomer/maltooligosaccharide transport system
M00459: VicK−VicR (cell wall metabolism) two−component regulatory system
M00454: KdpD−KdpE (potassium transport) two−component regulatory system
M00439: Oligopeptide transport system
M00434: PhoR−PhoB (phosphate starvation response) two−component regulatory system
M00432: Leucine biosynthesis, 2−oxoisovalerate => 2−oxoisocaproate
M00362: Nucleotide sugar biosynthesis, prokaryotes
M00361: Nucleotide sugar biosynthesis, eukaryotes
M00360: Aminoacyl−tRNA biosynthesis, prokaryotes
M00359: Aminoacyl−tRNA biosynthesis, eukaryotes
M00336: Twin−arginine translocation (Tat) system
M00335: Sec (secretion) system
M00320: Lipopolysaccharide export system
M00307: Pyruvate oxidation, pyruvate => acetyl−CoA
M00299: Spermidine/putrescine transport system
M00298: Multidrug/hemolysin transport system
M00275: PTS system, cellobiose−speciﬁc II component
M00274: PTS system, mannitol−speciﬁc II component
M00271: PTS system, beta−glucoside−speciﬁc II component
M00269: PTS system, sucrose−speciﬁc II component
M00260: DNA polymerase III complex, bacteria
M00258: Putative ABC transport system
M00256: Cell division transport system
M00255: Lipoprotein−releasing system
M00254: ABC−2 type transport system
M00253: Sodium transport system
M00251: Teichoic acid transport system
M00250: Lipopolysaccharide transport system
M00247: Putative ABC transport system
M00246: Nickel transport system
M00245: Cobalt/nickel transport system
M00242: Zinc transport system
M00240: Iron complex transport system
M00239: Peptides/nickel transport system
M00238: D−Methionine transport system
M00237: Branched−chain amino acid transport system
M00236: Putative polar amino acid transport system
M00234: Cystine transport system
M00224: Fluoroquinolone transport system
M00222: Phosphate transport system
M00221: Putative simple sugar transport system
M00216: Multiple sugar transport system
M00214: Methyl−galactoside transport system
M00212: Ribose transport system
M00209: Osmoprotectant transport system
M00207: Putative multiple sugar transport system
M00205: N−Acetylglucosamine transport system
M00201: alpha−Glucoside transport system
M00199: L−Arabinose/lactose transport system
M00196: Rafﬁnose/stachyose/melibiose transport system
M00190: Iron(III) transport system
M00189: Molybdate transport system
M00188: NitT/TauT family transport system
M00183: RNA polymerase, bacteria
M00178: Ribosome, bacteria
M00169: CAM (Crassulacean acid metabolism), light
M00159: V/A−type ATPase, prokaryotes
M00157: F−type ATPase, prokaryotes and chloroplasts
M00153: Cytochrome d ubiquinol oxidase
M00140: C1−unit interconversion, prokaryotes
M00133: Polyamine biosynthesis, arginine => agmatine => putrescine => spermidine
M00127: Thiamine biosynthesis, AIR => thiamine−P/thiamine−2P
M00126: Tetrahydrofolate biosynthesis, GTP => THF
M00125: Riboﬂavin biosynthesis, GTP => riboﬂavin/FMN/FAD
M00123: Biotin biosynthesis, pimeloyl−ACP/CoA => biotin
M00122: Cobalamin biosynthesis, cobinamide => cobalamin
M00120: Coenzyme A biosynthesis, pantothenate => CoA
M00119: Pantothenate biosynthesis, valine/L−aspartate => pantothenate
M00115: NAD biosynthesis, aspartate => NAD
M00093: Phosphatidylethanolamine (PE) biosynthesis, PA => PS => PE
M00086: beta−Oxidation, acyl−CoA synthesis
M00083: Fatty acid biosynthesis, elongation
M00082: Fatty acid biosynthesis, initiation
M00064: ADP−L−glycero−D−manno−heptose biosynthesis
M00063: CMP−KDO biosynthesis
M00061: D−Glucuronate degradation, D−glucuronate => pyruvate + D−glyceraldehyde 3P
M00053: Pyrimidine deoxyribonuleotide biosynthesis, CDP/CTP => dCDP/dCTP,dTDP/dTTP
M00052: Pyrimidine ribonucleotide biosynthesis, UMP => UDP/UTP,CDP/CTP
M00051: Uridine monophosphate biosynthesis, glutamine (+ PRPP) => UMP
M00050: Guanine ribonucleotide biosynthesis IMP => GDP,GTP
M00049: Adenine ribonucleotide biosynthesis, IMP => ADP,ATP
M00048: Inosine monophosphate biosynthesis, PRPP + glutamine => IMP
M00028: Ornithine biosynthesis, glutamate => ornithine
M00026: Histidine biosynthesis, PRPP => histidine
M00023: Tryptophan biosynthesis, chorismate => tryptophan
M00022: Shikimate pathway, phosphoenolpyruvate + erythrose−4P => chorismate
M00021: Cysteine biosynthesis, serine => cysteine
M00020: Serine biosynthesis, glycerate−3P => serine
M00019: Valine/isoleucine biosynthesis, pyruvate => valine / 2−oxobutanoate => isoleucine
M00018: Threonine biosynthesis, aspartate => homoserine => threonine
M00017: Methionine biosynthesis, apartate => homoserine => methionine
M00015: Proline biosynthesis, glutamate => proline
M00010: Citrate cycle, ﬁrst carbon oxidation, oxaloacetate => 2−oxoglutarate
M00007: Pentose phosphate pathway, non−oxidative phase, fructose 6P => ribose 5P
M00006: Pentose phosphate pathway, oxidative phase, glucose 6P => ribulose 5P
M00005: PRPP biosynthesis, ribose 5P => PRPP
M00004: Pentose phosphate pathway (Pentose phosphate cycle)
M00003: Gluconeogenesis, oxaloacetate => fructose−6P
M00001: Glycolysis (Embden−Meyerhof pathway), glucose => pyruvate
M00002: Glycolysis, core module involving three−carbon compounds
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were neither cultured nor identified in other high-throughput
sequencing studies (Parks et al., 2017). Our resource then allows, for instance, the identification of bacteria widely shared
among mouse lines or the identification of bacterial networks
that are concomitantly altered by dietary interventions in
different mouse lines. Another utility of iMGMC is the availability
of linked MAG-16S rRNA gene pairs, which enables the incorporation of data from large 16S rRNA gene databases such as the
IMNGS database, encompassing 168,573 short-read datasets
(build 1711), thereby allowing large-scale screening for identified
MAGs, such as the evaluation of a core microbiome in the mouse
gut. Finally, the MAG-16S rRNA gene pairs also enabled the
development of an ecosystem-optimized version of PICRUSt,
which produced gene profiles more closely resembling WGS
data. We anticipate this to be widely adapted to predict metagenome profiles based on 16S rRNA amplicon sequencing data
and suggest that ecosystem-optimized versions of PICRUSt
will be resources.
Altogether, the clustering-free construction of gene catalogs
with the reconstruction of numerous MAGs through complementary approaches and the linking of 16S rRNA gene sequences to
iMAGs provide a highly integrated resource for sequencingbased work and will enable future studies to explore the taxonomy, functionality, and community structure of the mouse gut
and other ecosystems in more depth. Strikingly, only 9% of the
identified MAGs were shared with humans, corroborating the
need for host-specific dedicated references.
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Biological Samples
Stool samples from mouse lines

This study
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Stool samples from mouse lines (MGMCv1)

http://doi.org/10.1038/nbt.3353

PRJEB7759

Stool samples from mouse lines (Wild mice)

This study
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Stool samples from mouse lines (Munich)
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PRJEB10572
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Metagenomic sequencing data
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Assembled sequencing data

This study
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CD-HIT
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CheckM

(Parks et al., 2015)
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FastTree

(Price et al., 2010)

https://github.com/PavelTorgashov/FastTree

GeneMark.hmm

(Zhu et al., 2010)

https://github.com/aghozlane/spasm/tree/master/
MetaGeneMark

Software and Algorithms

GraphPad Prism

GraphPad Software, Inc.

https://www.graphpad.com/scientific-software/prism/

MegaHit

(Li et al., 2016)

https://github.com/voutcn/megahit

MetaBAT

(Kang et al., 2015)

https://bitbucket.org/berkeleylab/metabat/src/master/

MetaBAT2

(Kang et al., 2019)

https://bitbucket.org/berkeleylab/metabat

metaSPAdes

(Nurk et al., 2017)
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MUSCLE
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NCBI blast

(Altschul et al., 1990)

ftp://ftp.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/blast/executables/blast

PICRUSt

(Langille et al., 2013)
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R version 3.X

R Core Team

https://www.r-project.org/

RAMBL

(Zeng et al., 2017)

https://github.com/homopolymer/RAMBL/

Usearch

(Edgar, 2010)
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Code for 16S/MGS linking

This study

https://github.com/strowig-lab/iMGMC

(Lagkouvardos et al., 2016a)
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Other
Database: IMNGS

LEAD CONTACT AND MATERIALS AVAILABILITY
Further information and requests for resources and software should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact: Till
Strowig (till.strowig@helmholtz-hzi.de). This study did not generate new unique reagents.
EXPERIMENTAL MODEL AND SUBJECT DETAILS
Experimental animals were obtained from vendors or the animal facility of the Helmholtz Centre for Infection Research, which operate
in accordance to European and German law. Specifically, 8 - 16 week-old male and female (approximate ratio 50:50%) WT C57Bl6/N
and Nlrp6/ mice were housed in individually-ventilated cages with free access to autoclaved water and chow. Before removal of
intestinal contents mice were humanly euthanized using CO2 inhalation with a low flowrate.
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METHOD DETAILS
Sample Collection and DNA Extraction
For the de novo generation of metagenomic sequencing data, luminal fecal content was collected from different gastrointestinal GI
sites (Ileum: SI, Cecum: Cec and Colon: Col) of mice obtained from different vendors and stored at 20 C until processing. DNA was
isolated using an established protocol (Turnbaugh et al., 2009). Briefly, each sample was treated with 500 ml of extraction buffer
(200 mM Tris, 20 mM EDTA, 200 mM NaCl, pH 8.0), 200 ml of 20% SDS, 500 ml of phenol:chloroform:isoamyl alcohol (24:24:1)
and 100 ml of zirconia/silica beads (0.1 mm diameter). Samples were homogenized with a bead beater (BioSpec) for 2 min. DNA
was precipitated with absolute isopropanol and finally washed with 70% ethanol. DNA extracts were resuspended in TE Buffer
with 100 mg/ml RNase I and finally, column purified to remove traces of PCR inhibitors.
Metagenomic Sequencing
Total DNA was quantified and diluted to 25 ng/ml. 60 ml of total DNA was used for shearing by sonication (Covaris). Fragmentation was
performed as follow: Processing time = 150 s, Fragment size = 200 bp, Intensity = 5, duty cycle = 10. Illumina library preparation was
performed using the NEBNext Ultra DNA library prep kit (New England Biolabs). The library preparation was performed according to
the manufacturer’s instructions. We use as input a total of 500 ng of DNA, the size selection was performed using AMPure XP beads
(First bead selection = 55 ml, and second = 25 ml). Adaptor enrichment was performed using seven cycles of PCR using the NEBNext
Multiplex oligos for Illumina (Set 1 and Set 2)(New England Biolabs) and then subjected to Illumina HiSeq2000 PE100 sequencing.
Source and sequencing depth for each sample are listed in Table S1.
16S rRNA Gene Amplification, Sequencing, and Data analysis
Amplification of the V4 region (F515/R806) of the 16S rRNA gene was performed according to previously described protocols
(Caporaso et al., 2011; Thiemann et al., 2017). Briefly, for DNA-based amplicon sequencing 25 ng of DNA were used per PCR reaction
(30 ml). The PCR conditions consisted of initial denaturation for 30 s at 98 C, followed by 25 cycles (10 s at 98 C, 20 s at 55 C, and 20 s
at 72 C. Each sample was amplified in triplicates and subsequently pooled. After normalization PCR amplicons were sequenced on
an Illumina MiSeq platform (PE250). Obtained reads were assembled, quality controlled, and clustered using the QIIME v1.8.0
(Quantitative Insights Into Microbial Ecology) analysis pipeline (Caporaso et al., 2010b). In short, quality filtering was set to -q 30, minimum read length 200 bp and a minimum number of sequences per sample = 1000. The OTU clusters and representative sequences
were determined using open-reference OTU picking (Nelson et al., 2014) using UCLUST (Edgar, 2010) at 97% identity, followed by
taxonomy assignment using the RDP Classifier (Wang et al., 2007) with a bootstrap confidence cutoff of 80%. The OTU absolute
abundance table and mapping file were used for statistical analyses and data visualization in the R statistical programming environment (R Core Team, 2016).
Construction of the iMGMC
i) Assembly and prediction of ORFs
Demultiplexed libraries were filtered to remove host reads using BBMap (parameters see code) using the Ensembl masked mouse
genome GRCm38.75 and phiX. All mouse filtered metagenomic libraries were used in single ‘‘all in one’’ assembly approach using
Megahit (Li et al., 2016) with specific parameters (-kmin 5 -k 27,37,47,57,67,77,87,97) using a SGI-UV2000 cluster with 256 cores and
2 TB shared memory. Resulting contigs were filtered to minimum 1000bp lengths and renamed with numbers from largest to smallest
contig. For protein prediction, we used Metagenemark (Zhu et al., 2010) (parameters see code). ORFs were filtered to remove ORF
shorter than 100bp after which they were reordered and renamed according to their length (Figures 1A and 1D).
ii) Binning and evaluation of binning using CheckM
All libraries were mapped with BWA (Li and Durbin, 2009) (default parameters) to the contigs. The mapping results were transformed
and indexed to bam-format using sambawa. Metagenome binning was performed with MetaBAT (Kang et al., 2015)b(version 0.32)
using the following parameters -verysensitive -pB 20 -B 100 -minclustersize 200000. The resulting clusters were evaluated with
CheckM (Parks et al., 2015). To assign a bin to an integrated MAGs (metagenome assembled genome, iMAG) we used a threshold
of marker gene completeness - contamination > = 80%. All other bins of contigs with at least 200kbp length were defined as co-abundance groups (CAGs). We used the marker gene alignment from CheckM derived from all 660 MAGs and 64 selected genomes from
NCBI RefSeq to construct a phylogenetic tree using a nearest neighbor joining approach with 1000 bootstraps in MEGA7 (Kumar
et al., 2016). The tree was plotted using GraPhlAn (Asnicar et al., 2015).
iii) Taxonomic classification
The taxonomic classification for all gene entries in the catalog was performed based on different levels, i.e., ORF, contig and
bin/CAG/MAGs. For ORFs, assignments were performed using CAT (Cambuy et al., 2016) and DIAMOND (Buchfink et al., 2015)
against the NCBI NR protein database. For all contigs and bins the classification was performed by taxator (Dröge et al., 2014),
PhyloPythiaS+ (Gregor et al., 2016), GTDB-Tk (Parks et al., 2018) and CAT using default parameters.
Furthermore, we additionally included for the MAGs taxonomic information from the placement of MAGs within the phylogenetic
tree as well as the information from the linked 16 s rRNA gene sequences.
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iv) Functional annotation of gene catalog proteins
All proteins were annotated using blastp (Altschul et al., 1997) against the KEGG gene database (01/2018) (Kanehisa et al., 2017)
following the best hit approach (e-value 0.001). KEGG Ortholog annotation was used to reconstruct KEGG module completeness.
For the annotation of ORFs within MAGs, we used the respective linked annotation data for each ORF from iMGMC. The R statistical
programming environment was used for statistical analyses and data visualization.
v) Full-length 16S rRNA sequence reconstruction, annotation and phylogeny
We used RAMBL (Zeng et al., 2017) to reconstruct full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences from all libraries in one batch. Resulting
sequences (n = 1,323) were classified with SINA (Pruesse et al., 2012) using the SILVA NRref database (version 123). The phylogenetic
tree was built using the nearest neighbor joining method (maximum likelihood) with 1000 bootstraps using MEGA7 (Kumar et al., 2016).
vi) MAG to 16S rRNA gene connections via multi-scale linkage
The linking pipeline incorporates three different approaches: First, we searched for integrated 16S rRNA sequences in the assembled
contigs of all clustered bins including CAGs and MAGs. Therefore, we mapped with BlastN all contigs to all reconstructed 16S rRNA
gene sequences. We removed alignments of less than 100bp and lower than 95% of identity, resulting in a matrix of blast scores of
each bin to each 16S rRNA gene sequence.
Second, we used in parallel a scaffolding approach utilizing the information from paired-end read sequencing. Therefore, the reads
from all libraries were partitioned into new libraries by mapping against all bins (n = 1462) with BBSplit. Then, the new libraries were
mapped against all 1,323 reconstructed 16S rRNA gene sequences. Unambiguous and ambiguous mapped reads were counted
separately into two matrices of all bins x 16S rRNA gene sequences.
The third method uses the abundance profiles across all samples to correlate 16S rRNA gene sequences and bins. To determine abundance profiles over all 298 samples, we mapped all libraries individually to all bins including CAGs and MAGs as well as against unbinned
contigs and in parallel to all reconstructed full- length 16S rRNA gene sequences. Read counts of bins were transformed to TPM (transcripts per million) and stored in an abundance matrix, as well as the unambiguous 16S rRNA gene sequence counts. Pearson and
Spearman correlation were calculated for both abundance matrices to obtains scores for all bins to all 16S rRNA gene sequences.
Finally, data of all three approaches were weighed in an integration scoring to aim in associating the bins of iMGMC to the corresponding 16S rRNA gene sequences and their respective annotations, in different steps:
(I) Indirect association: We used the normalized abundance values of the bins and 16S rRNA gene sequences to obtain their
corresponding correlation (both Pearson and Spearman). We estimated consensus interdependence scores from both the
correlation methods between any 16S rRNA gene and bin pair by integrating correlation values between the bins and 16S
rRNA genes by taking the geometric mean of both the correlation values between each bin and 16S rRNA gene and assigning
a negative sign if either of these correlation values was negative.

Vðx; yÞ = value½Iðx; yÞ =

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
absðPðx; yÞÞ  absðSðx; yÞÞ


Sgðx; yÞ = sign½ðIðx; yÞÞ =

; any ½Pðx; yÞ; Sðx; yÞ < 0
+ ; else

Iðx; yÞ = Vðx; yÞ  Sgðx; yÞ
Where
Pðx; yÞ = Pearson correlation between a 16S rRNA gene ‘x’ and metagenome bin ‘y’
Sðx; yÞ = Spearman correlation between a 16S rRNA gene ‘x’ and metagenome bin ‘y’
Iðx; yÞ = Integrated correlation between a 16S rRNA gene ‘x’ and metagenome bin ‘y’
For the highly correlated bin / 16S rRNA gene pairs, the Pearson and Spearman correlation values have very small difference. The
normalization described above widened the distance between the true positives and false positives.
(II) Direct association:
1. Mapping bins to 16S rRNA gene sequences [Mðx;yÞ]: These quantify the fraction of reads in a bin ‘y’ containing matching reads
from 16S rRNA gene ‘x’ by mapping the reads in bin ‘y’ to the 16S rRNA gene ‘x’. We normalized the number of uniquely mapped
n
P
reads in bin ‘y’ to a 16S rRNA gene ‘x’ mðx; yÞ by the total number of 16S reads mapped to the bin ‘y’ [ mðx; iÞ].
i=1

mðx; yÞ
Mðx; yÞ = Pn
i = 1 mðx; iÞ
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Where n is the number of bins
2. BLAST bins to 16S rRNA gene sequences [Bðx;yÞ]: These quantify the fraction of reads in a bin ‘y’ containing reads in 16S rRNA
gene ‘x’ aligning of the reads of 16S rRNA gene ‘x’ to the bin ‘y’ using BLAST. We normalized the number of uniquely mapped reads in
bin ‘y’ to a 16S rRNA gene ‘x’ b½ðx; yÞ by the maximum of reads from 16S rRNA genes mapped to the bin ‘y’ [max
0<i%n bðx; iÞ].
Bðx; yÞ =

bðx; yÞ
max bðx; iÞ

0 < i%n

Where n is the number of bins.
(III) Integrating the direct and indirect associations between bin and 16S rRNA gene sequences:
The direct associations are sparse, i.e., there are very few 16S rRNA gene sequences reads present in each bin, while the indirect
associations are not sparse. Hence, we integrated the scores in a way that does not allow the indirect associations to dominate over
the direct associations. For this, we integrated the three scores [I(x,y), Mðx; yÞ; B½ðx; yÞ, as done in the STRING database. The only
difference between the STRING database and the scoring scheme employed here is that for combining scores we took a geometric
mean of the dissimilarity scores while combining them instead of simply multiplying the different scores (as done in STRING
database).
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
F = 1  3 ð1  IÞ  ð1  BÞ  ð1  MÞ
Where F is the combined score for the bins – 16S rRNA gene sequences relationship.
We observed that the integrated correlation scores [Iðx;yÞ] representing the indirect association tended to dominate over the direct
association scores in several instances. Hence, we regularized the indirect association score by multiplying the Pearson and
Spearman correlation values, instead of calculating their geometric mean:


Vreg ðx; yÞ = value Ireg ðx; yÞ = absðPðx; yÞÞ  absðSðx; yÞÞ

Ireg ðx; yÞ = Vreg ðx; yÞ  Sgðx; yÞ

Freg = 1 

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ


3
1  Ireg  ð1  BÞ  ð1  MÞ

Where
Vreg : Regularized integrated correlation value.
Ireg : Regularized integrated correlation score.
Freg : Regularized combined score for the bin / 16S rRNA genes relationship.
The negative values are turned zeros. The closer the Freg value to 1, the higher the confidence of the bin – 16S rRNA gene sequences relationship. However, the 16S rRNA gene sequence ‘x’ might have the highest confidence score to the metagenome
bin ‘y’, but the metagenome bin ‘y’ need not have the highest confidence score to rRNA gene ‘x’. To address this issue, we enriched
these relationships by normalizing these scores by the highest confidence scores of the corresponding metagenome bin ’y’ and rRNA
gene ‘x’.
(IV) Enriching bin to 16S rRNA gene relationship:
We estimated the probability of a metagenome bin ‘y’ to rRNA gene ‘x’ relationship:
Prðx; yÞ =

Freg ðx; yÞ
Freg ðx; yÞ

max Freg ði; yÞ max Freg ðx; jÞ

0 < i%m

0 < j%n

Where n is the number of bins and m is the number of 16S rRNA genes.
The obtained normalized confidence score or the estimated probability is the statistical likelihood of the confidence scores,
adjusted for the background distribution of the confidence scores for all possible 16S rRNA gene / bin pair relationships.
Evaluation of iMGMC
i) A reference-based evaluation using QUAST
To identify genomes present in the MAGs GTDB was searched for microbial genomes with an ANI of at least 99% to a cluster which
consists of MAGs in the three different assembly and binning approaches (see Table S2). We selected genomes labeled as NCBI
RefSeq-assemblies to guarantee the quality of the reference, 26 genomes fulfilled these criteria. QUAST was used to evaluate the
quality of the assembly approaches (Gurevich et al., 2013) (see Figure S2).
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ii) Assessing binning efficiency using know NCBI reference genomes recovered as MAGs
To evaluate the binning of contigs to a higher order, those reference genomes being contained within the assembly were identified.
Therefore, synthetic reads (100 bp) from all 9,748 bacterial genomes available in the NCBI Assembly database (Version January 2017)
were generated with BBMap and mapped against all contigs using bowtie (Langmead et al., 2009). Genomes that were contained to
at least 50% within the contigs were selected for evaluation (n = 57). Specifically, the binning efficiency for each reference genome
was evaluated by quantifying the distribution of the synthetic reads over the bins and unbinned contigs. The analysis contained both
the total proportion of reads mapped to contigs ( = total recovered genome fraction) as well as the fraction of reads contained within
contigs and mapping to one or more bins ( = binned genome fraction).
ii) Assessing the bins to 16S rRNA gene linking approach with reference genomes
To evaluate the linking approach, those NCBI reference genomes which constitute part of MAGs were identified. Therefore, synthetic
reads (100 bp) from all 9,748 bacterial genomes available in the NCBI Assembly database (Version January 2017) were generated
with BBMap and mapped against all MAGs. Those mapping to at least 50% to a single MAGs, were used for evaluating the
MAG / 16S rRNA gene links. First, the 16S rRNA gene sequences of the NCBI genomes were matched to the best-reconstructed
16S rRNA gene sequences via BlastN and the identity was calculated. Then, these reference sequences were compared to the predicted 16S rRNA gene sequence from the linking approach and the taxonomic agreement between these sequences was scored.
Optimally, an identical match of reference 16S rRNA gene sequence to the linked 16S rRNA gene sequence would be obtained
by the scoring scheme.
iii) Assessing the bins to 16S rRNA gene linking approach with simulated dataset
We evaluate the linking approach on simulated data. We use the 2nd CAMI Toy Mouse Gut Dataset (Fritz et al., 2019, PMID:
30736849) following our original pipeline. The dataset was created with 64 abundances profiles and 791 reference genomes. In brief
we perform a pooled assembly of all 64 samples with MegaHIT (Li et al., 2016), followed by a binning of contigs with MetaBAT2 (Kang
et al., 2019) to mMAGs (n = 438). RAMBL (Zeng et al., 2017) was using to reconstruct 16S rRNA gene sequences (n = 460). Gold
standard (MAG - > RABL-16S-sequence) were created by mapping MAGs to reference genomes with FastANI. Reference genomes
were assigned to reconstructed 16S rRNA sequences using BlastN (min ident 97% and min coverage 100bp) and used as a gold
standard mapping. 204 MAGs reaching the quality criteria (CheckM completeness -contamination % 80%) and of 163 it was possible
to assign a reconstructed 16S rRNA sequence. Our linking approach predicted for 103 (63.2%) MAGs the best possible reconstructed 16S rRNA gene sequence (gold standard agreement). From the remaining 60 connections, 29 were filtered out by agreement
of the taxonomic classification (disagreement on family level). These connections were replaced by predictions of our alternative linking approach (RAMBL-16S to MAGs). This step map 6 additional MAGs to the correct 16S rRNA gene sequence. Resulting final correct mappings are 109 of 163 (66.9%), for 23 (14.1%) no predictions were possible, 31 (19%) are incorrect links. For 15 of these 31
links represent closely related hit to the gold standard, the remaining 16 connections (9.8%) are distinct to the gold standard. Closely
related match defined as first to third next 16S-rRNA sequence in list ordered by similarity created by an alignment with muscle
(Edgar, 2004).
‘‘Single-Sample’’ Assembly and Binning
Sample-wise assembly was conducted essentially as recently described (Pasolli et al., 2019). Briefly, the metagenomic assembly
was performed using metaSPAdes (Nurk et al., 2017) or Megahit (Li et al., 2016) in default mode. Then sample-specific contig binning
was performed using MetaBAT2 (Kang et al., 2019) followed by controlling genome completeness and contamination using CheckM
(Parks et al., 2015).
Species-Level Clustering of MAGs
To dereplicate MAGs, we used dRep (Olm et al., 2017) into species-level OTUs estimation using Mash on the basis of 95% wholegenome nucleotide similarity, which is consistent with the definition of known species (Jain et al., 2018). All mMAGs were filtered by
the MIMAG (Bowers et al., 2017) medium-quality standard (Completeness > = 50%, Contamination < 10%) or similar to MIMAG highquality standard (Completeness > 90%, Contamination < 5%) to hqMAGs using CheckM metrics (Parks et al., 2015). By default dRep
use a completeness filtering of 75% to ensure a suitable aligned fraction, therefore we kept this setting for the evaluation of the ‘‘single-sample’’ versus ‘‘All-in-one’’ assembly and binning approach (Figure S2). Results of the different MAG subsets: ‘‘All-in-one ‘‘,
‘‘single-sample,’’ ‘‘single-sample extra studies’’ can be found in Table S3.
Abundance Estimation of Genomes (TPM)
Libraries were mapped against all MAGs using BBMap. For normalization, the read counts were divided by genome length in kilobases minus 50 bp. The resulting reads per kilobase (RPK) were counted up and divided by 1,000,000 (PMSF: per million scaling
factor). TPM = RPK/PMFS of each genome bin.
PICRUSt
To test if the MAGs linked with reconstructed 16S rRNA sequences represent a large part of the mouse gut catalog we created an
extended genomic reference PICRUSt prediction model: 484 MAGs with unique linked 16S sequences were used according to the
PICRUSt ‘‘Genome Prediction Tutorial’’: 1) Determination of 16S copy numbers was performed by rrnDB Estimate (version 5.2.), 2)
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KEGG Orthology (KO) profiles of the MAGs were extracted from iMGMC. 3) A tree (Edgar, 2004; Price et al., 2010) of RAMBL
reconstructed 16S sequences was used to build the models. Furthermore, to verify the prediction power of the model we added
the KO profiles of 3772 KEGG genomes to iMGMC model. Moreover, use the sequences of the GreenGenes database (Version
13.5 OTU-RepSet 97) together with the iMGMC reconstructed 16S sequences and the 16S of the KEGG genomes to build an integrated prediction model.
To make our PICRUSt models accessible for de-novo clustered OTUs, we modified our pipeline in a way that for each dataset, a
new PICRUSt model is created from scratch: Sequences of the OTUs where include by pynast (Caporaso et al., 2010a) into a precalculated alignment of the reconstructed 16S rRNA genes. A tree generated by FastTree (Price et al., 2010) is be used for the
PICRUSt genome predictions to create pre-calculated PICRUSt models that include the denovo OTUs for the mapping into the
following standard workflow.
Global Distribution of iMGMC 16S rRNA Gene Sequences in NCBI-SRA (IMNGS Analysis)
We checked all 1,323 reconstructed full-length 16S rRNA gene sequences using the IMNGS pipeline (Lagkouvardos et al., 2016a) for
their prevalence and relative abundance in 168,573 SRA samples (build 1711). To evaluate the specific environment of an OTU,
we looked also at its relative abundance in related mouse gut environments such as the skin (mouse, human) and different gut sites
(human, rat, bovine, chicken, fish, insect, pig, termite) where at least 100 samples were available. We filter for 16S rRNA less than
0.1% abundance in one of the selected environments. Furthermore, we checked for a specific preference of an OTU in the mouse
gut, human gut, and rat gut, by using a relative abundance normalized over the environments of at least 50%. Other OTUs where
moreover checked to be dominant in combination with the mouse gut site together with mouse skin, human gut or rat gut.
Identification of Sub-communities in the Intestinal Bacterial Community
We obtained the co-abundances between all metagenome bin-pairs using a shrinkage approach to the correlation estimation, as
described in Schäfer and Strimmer (2005) (and available of cor.shrink function in corpcor library in R). We removed the co-abundance
values less than 0.5 and inferred the sub-communities using a modularity optimization algorithm described in Blondel et al. (2008)
(and available as cluster_louvain function in igraph library in R). Among all the sub-communities obtained, we were interested in those
sub-communities of more than 5 members.
Association between sub-communities and diet across multiple vendor mouse gut-microbial communities:
We performed multi-factor ANOVA address relations of difference in dietary supplements and the difference in mouse strains over
the abundance of the metagenome bins. For this, we modeled the metagenome bins abundance data against the interaction effect of
the metagenome bin and dietary supplements, the dietary supplements and the mouse strains of samples from every vendor separately. Any sub-community which showed a significant response to difference in diet, metagenome bin, and the interaction effect of
diet and the metagenome bin (p value less than 1%), but not a significant response to difference in mouse strains (p value more than
10%) was considered to have an association between diet interventions and the microbial sub-community.
QUANTIFICATION AND STATISTICAL ANALYSIS
Statistical significance was verified through ‘‘Two-tailed paired t-test’’ using GraphPad Prism software and is reported in figure
legends including exact value of n, what n represents, as well as definition of center, and dispersion and precision measures. In
the figures p values are indicated as explained in the figure legends. All other computational quantitative analyses were performed
with the open source software tools referenced in the STAR Methods along with the described procedures.
DATA AND CODE AVAILABILITY
The new raw sequencing data are available in Bioprojects PRJEB32890 (this study). The datasets (e.g., ‘‘All-in-one’’ assembly)
generated during and/or analyzed during the current study are available at https://zenodo.org/record/3631711. Additional previously
published datasets are listed in Table S1.
The code generated in this study is available in the GitHub repository, https://github.com/strowig-lab/iMGMC-1.
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